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When you’re going out into the field on a frigid morning or the weather takes a turn for the 

worse, a reliable source of warmth can make all the difference. Staying warm and comfortable 

is key for remaining capable and performing your best when the opportunity arises, no matter 

what Mother Nature throws at you. 

 

 
 

That’s why dedicated hunters love the IconX Heated Core Vest from Pnuma Outdoors. Its 

revolutionary design puts the heat right next to your skin— where your body needs it most. The 

IconX Heated Core Vest is quickly becoming a staple for hunters who want to make the most of 

every hunting excursion, regardless of the weather.  

 

Why is the IconX Heated Core Vest from Pnuma Outdoors such a popular piece among this 

leading hunting brands clothing selection? Here are three reasons hunters love this innovative 

base layer. 

 

The IconX Heated Core Vest Lets You Perform Your Best 

 

When you start to get cold, everything becomes more difficult. You can’t move as quietly, think 

as clearly, or improvise as well as you would otherwise. The key to staying warm on a chilly 

morning? Maintaining your core temperature.  

 

That’s where the IconX Heated Core Vest comes in. It features a rechargeable 7.4V Lithium-ion 

battery that will run for about six hours on the lowest setting. With a spare battery, you can 

enjoy all-day warmth and keep chasing your prey. 
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Comfort, Versatility, and Freedom of Movement 

 

The IconX Heated Core Vest’s athletic fit makes layering beneath your favorite shirt, Merino 

wool hoodie, or jacket easier than ever before, so you can enjoy warmth without added bulk. 

You’ll have total freedom of movement while the vest’s seven performance zones deliver key 

muscle support and thermal regulation. 

 

This vest’s design keeps the waterproof LED heat level selection button within easy reach, so 

you can maintain the ideal temperature as conditions change throughout the day. Thanks to 

the vest’s undetectable carbon fiber heating elements, you’ll enjoy efficient, consistent heat 

distribution. 

 

Revolutionary Design and Uncompromising Attention to Detail 

 

The IconX Heated Core Vest from Pnuma Outdoors also features HydroWick™ high-

performance hollow wicking fiber to help you stay dry all day long. Plus, it’s treated with 

antimicrobial odor control to ensure your prey won’t smell you coming.  

 

Last but not least, you can count on the IconX Heated Core Vest because it’s made by Pnuma 

Outdoors. Pnuma Outdoors is the hunting clothing brand that works to provide the absolute 

best gear a hunter could imagine by combining revolutionary fabrics, innovative technology, 

and meticulous craftsmanship. 

 

When you need a base layer that’ll keep you warm no matter what Mother Nature has up her 

sleeve, it’s clear that the IconX Heated Core Vest from Pnuma Outdoors has everything you’re 

looking for and then some. 

 

Learn more about the IconX Heated Core Vest from Pnuma Outdoors at 

https://pnumaoutdoors.com/  

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/4bYp03W 
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